Margie’s Menu for Fun!

**Appetizers: Delicious Adjectives**
Describe your favorite foods using the most delicious, yummy, lip-smackin’ adjectives

**First Course: Diner Lingo**
Lou asks Cookie to “Fry the Bird!... All Pins!”
and for “Moo Meat All the Way!”
What’s the order? Can you decipher Short Order Shorthand?
Place YOUR ORDER with Cookie.

**Second Course: Eating Fractions**
Enjoy a class pizza, or class cake and divide into fractions.
Yum!

**Entree: Diner-ama**
Make a shoe box diorama
Create a Menu for YOUR PLACE
SCULPT A BURGER! PIZZA! CHILI DOG! SUNDAE!
Use your ‘NOODLES’ and imagination with foam, felt,
colored paper, buttons, string, yarn -- WOOF!
(Check out fabulous artist Claes Oldenburg for INSPIRATION!)

**Dessert: Dog Treats**
George comes to the rescue and eats
Zak’s Lunch. WRITE your own WHOPPER of a story!

Make Some Goodies!